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competition from steam roads. In this system the lamps are
lighted from a storage battery. The 30 volt system, which has
practically become the standard in steam coach lighting systems,
is used. The batteries are charged by means of a motor generator
set, the charging being done in the day time. The motor gen-
erator set is of such design that its terminal voltage is not greatly
affected by variations in the line voltage and therefore compli-
cated voltage regulators are not required.
Arc headlights are often used on interurban lines with some
provision for operation upon city streets such as a gauze shade,
reduced voltage, polarity reversal in the case of the magnetite
arc, or the substitution of an incandescent lamp. These head-
lights require from 4 to 4^ amp. at 550 volts, of which more than
80 per cent, is wasted in external resistance. At present high
power tungsten lamps equipped with good reflectors are bang
used to a considerable extent in headlight service.
Car Heating and Ventilation.—At present four types of car
heating systems are available, namely: electric, hot water, hot
air, coal stoves. First cost, cost of operation and i^aintenaiiQe,
convenience" in handling, safety, type of car, severity of climate,
and nature of run are some of the factors which affect the choice
of a heating system. All-steel cars usually require from 20 to 30
per cent, more heat than clo wooden cars operating under similar
conditions. The use of double window sashes in severe weather
reduces the amount of heat necessary to keep a car in comfort-
able condition. Interurban and other "long haul" cars must be
heated differently than the city car where the length of ride is
usually short and passengers do not remove their outer wraps.
Many city cars and some of the smaller interurban cars are
heated by means of electric heaters provided with switches lo-
cated in the vestibule which will permit several degrees of heat*
Heater regulation (1) by the car crew, (2) by the dispatcher, (3)
by automatic means has been tried out. While in first cost it
Is most expensive, the automatic method of control, in which a
thermostat regulator controls the manipulation of the heater con-
trol switch, seems to give the best satisfaction. Electric heaters
should be so placed that the clothing of passengers canubt ctome
into contact with any part of the heater or screen the heater so
that currents of air cannot pass freely. The electric system of
car heating is clean, convenient and easily maintained, bit is
costly to operate. The problem of car heating, especially
 

